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Safe with Me
This title tells how, as the sun set on the 1975 season, James Hunt was down and
out of Formula One. He had no drive for 1976 and was all washed up. In contrast,
Niki Lauda, the new world champion of 1975, was in an entirely different position,
with a full year's contract ahead of him. The book tells what happened next.

Rush to Glory
The greatest duel in FORMULA 1 history: the 1976 season between Austrian Niki
Lauda and Britain's James Hunt. As the '75 season ended, Hunt was out of
FORMULA 1 racing while Lauda was world champion and the odds-on favorite for
’76 with a year’s contract ahead of him and Enzo Ferrari begging him to sign a
multi-year deal. James Hunt, without a drive until Emerson Fittipaldi broke his
McLaren contract, grabbed the McLaren drive with both hands and the help of
friend John Hogan and Marlboro cigarettes. The result? Two drivers in an epic
sixteen-race battle across the globe for the '76 title, ultimately decided by a single
point. Fame, wealth, drugs, sex, and the rest of globetrotting 1970s FORMULA 1
racing are encompassed in the Lauda vs. Hunt duel. At the '76 German Grand Prix,
Lauda nearly died in a fiery crash, only to emerge six weeks later, severe burns on
his face and head, to pursue his rivalry with Hunt. It all came down to the last race,
a rain-soaked affair in Japan, where Hunt won the championship by the slimmest
possible margin. The book is a study in contrasts during an era of Brut aftershave
and disco sex parties. James Hunt, legendary philanderer and FORMULA 1 rock
star, versus supernatural racer Niki Lauda, who in '75 set the first sub-seven
minute lap around the Ring.

Disknowledge
For all of her sixteen years, Terra has lived on a city within a spaceship that left
Earth five hundred years ago seeking refuge, but as they finally approach the
chosen planet, she is drawn into a secret rebellion that could change the fate of
her people.

Perfect Fit: The Winning Formula
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In his guide to fitness and nutrition international rugby star James Haskell leads
you seamlessly through every step of the journey towards transforming your body
and reaching your fitness goals. With an 8-week plan that can be done at home,
suitable for those who have not trained before, and a 12-week plan for those who
already train regularly, there is something for everyone and James encourages and
challenges you to become fitter, stronger and leaner than ever before. Alongside
the training programmes James provides detailed advice about nutrition, helping
you to understand how to eat to achieve the results you are aiming for, as well as
delicious recipes and meal plans to ensure you stay on track. James's ambition is
to dispel the fog - to provide clarity, understanding and to motivate as well as
inspire you train hard and fuel your training effectively in order to transform your
body. If you found James's Introduction to Becoming and Remaining Rugby Fit
helpful, Perfect Fit will help you to take your training to the next level with its more
detailed workouts, nutritional advice and recipes.

The Rising
Fast, aggressive and wonderfully magnetic, James Hunt electrified Formula One
during one the most exciting period in the sport's history. The charismatic
Englishman won the Championship in 1976 following the most intense and
controversial season on record. The classic 'play boy' racing driver, Hunt was
renowned for his love of women, parties and, of course, fast cars. In this wonderful
authorised biography, motor sport journalist Maurice Hamilton celebrates forty
years since Hunt's World Championship win and recalls the legendary life, endless
carouses and career milestones of a true legend of Formula One.

You Don't Have to Say You Love Me
The authorised biography of one of the greatest storytellers of all time, written with
complete and exclusive access to the archives stored in the Roald Dahl Museum
and Story Centre.

How We Know What Isn't So
When The Fat Controller tells Thomas he has to be a busy engine for the day,
Thomas tries too hard and things start to go wrong.

Changing the Way We Die
An epic, multigenerational story of two rival dynasties who flourished in Shanghai
and Hong Kong as twentieth-century China surged into the modern era, from the
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Shanghai, 1936. The Cathay Hotel, located on the
city's famous waterfront, is one of the most glamorous in the world. Built by Victor
Sassoon--billionaire playboy and scion of the Sassoon dynasty--the hotel hosts a
who's who of global celebrities: Noel Coward has written a draft of Private Lives in
his suite and Charlie Chaplin has entertained his wife-to-be. And a few miles away,
Mao and the nascent Communist Party have been plotting revolution. By the
1930s, the Sassoons had been doing business in China for a century, rivaled in
wealth and influence by only one other dynasty--the Kadoories. These two Jewish
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families, both originally from Baghdad, stood astride Chinese business and politics
for more than 175 years, profiting from the Opium Wars; surviving Japanese
occupation; courting Chiang Kai-shek; and losing nearly everything as the
Communists swept into power. In The Last Kings of Shanghai, Jonathan Kaufman
tells the remarkable history of how these families participated in an economic
boom that opened China to the world, but remained blind to the country's deep
inequality and to the political turmoil at their doorsteps. In a story stretching from
Baghdad to Hong Kong to Shanghai to London, Kaufman enters the lives and minds
of these ambitious men and women to forge a tale of opium smuggling, family
rivalry, political intrigue, and survival. The book lays bare the moral compromises
of the Kadoories and the Sassoons--and their exceptional foresight, success, and
generosity. At the height of World War II, they joined together to rescue and
protect eighteen thousand Jewish refugees fleeing Nazism. Though their stay in
China started out as a business opportunity, the country became a home they
were reluctant to leave, even on the eve of revolution. The lavish buildings they
built and the booming businesses they nurtured continue to define Shanghai and
Hong Kong to this day. As the United States confronts China's rise, and China
grapples with the pressures of breakneck modernization and global power, the longhidden odysseys of the Sassoons and the Kadoories hold a key to understanding
the present moment.

Excuse Me, My Brains Have Stepped Out
James Hunt was a towering personality with a commanding presence, a hugely
glamorous public figure who brought Formula One motor racing to the attention of
a whole new audience. Triumphing against all odds to become World Drivers'
Champion with McLaren in 1976, Hunt sank into a period of decadence and
depression, only to be rejuvenated as he found true love for the first time. With
that came personal contentment and a renewed zest for living, so that one of the
most colourful and controversial figures in Grand Prix racing is best remembered
by those close to him as a fun-loving, caring man who had a genuinely uplifting
presence - qualities that shine through in Gerald Donaldson's compelling and
moving account of his life.

George's Marvelous Medicine
This innovative approach to the fundamentals of electric power provides the most
rigorous, comprehensive and modern treatment available. To impart a thorough
grounding in electric power systems, it begins with an informative discussion on
per-unit normalizations, symmetrical components and iterative load flow
calculations. Covering important topics within the power system, such as
protection and DC transmission, this book looks at both traditional power plants
and those used for extracting sustainable energy from wind and sunlight. With
classroom-tested material, this book also presents: the principles of
electromechanical energy conversion and magnetic circuits; synchronous
machines - the most important generators of electric power; power electronics;
induction and direct current electric motors. Homework problems with varying
levels of difficulty are included at the end of each chapter, and an online solutions
manual for tutors is available. A useful Appendix contains a review of elementary
network theory. For senior undergraduate and postgraduate students studying
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advanced electric power systems as well as engineers re-training in this area, this
textbook will be an indispensable resource. It will also benefit engineers in
electronic power systems, power electronic systems, electric motors and
generators, robotics and mechatronics. www.wiley.com/go/kirtley_electric

Suicide of the West
In the Name of Glory
The Luminous Dead
“A ribald, Byzantine tale of time-tourism” from the multiple Nebula and Hugo
Award–winning author (Tor.com). It’s 2059, and former law clerk Jud Elliott finds
himself at loose ends—until a chance meeting with a Time Courier gives him the
inspiration to become one himself. The job—as a time-traveling guide—gives him
the opportunity to indulge his love of Byzantine history, in between shuttling
tourists to such monumental events as the crucifixion and the assassination of JFK.
But there are strict rules to follow as a Time Courier, put in place to guard against
paradoxes and preserve the sanctity of “now-time.” Jud isn’t used to following the
rules—especially when faced with temptation. All it takes is one tiny slip here, one
misplaced step there, and Jud could destroy his own timeline and cease to exist in
the blink of an eye . . . a practicality that’s hard for Jud to grasp when he crosses
paths with an eleventh-century Byzantium beauty he can’t resist. “A hugely
ambitious, enormously fun, sly, paradox-peppered piece that chronicles the timetourist trade and all its perils—specializing in Byzantine history.” —Strange
Horizons “This novel is a comedy, and it is funny, but it is one of those black
comedies where things go wrong, and then the more the protagonist tries to fix
things, the more wrong they become, until the ending is at one and the same time
an O. Henry punchline and a deep existential truth, neat as a pin and just as
sharp.” —Kim Stanley Robinson

Jesse Livermore, Boy Plunger
This edition includes an afterword by George hendrick, who discusses the novel's
origin and eventual censorship at the hands of its first publisher. The original
language has been restored.

The Takeaway Men
Boy Plunger is the first full-length biography of the legendary share trader, Jesse
Livermore, the most successful stock and commodities trader in the history of the
stock market. He became famous in the summer of 1929 when most people
believed that the American stock market would continue to rise forever as Wall
Street was enjoyed an eight-year winning run. Jesse Livermore started a process
that would see him sell $450 million of shares short inside a four week period. As
he had forecast, the three 'black' days, Thursday 24th October, Monday 28th
October and Tuesday 29th October, saw the market drop dramatically and in a
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week Wall Street lost $30 billion of value. Livermore made nearly $100 million and
overnight became one of the richest men in the world. It remains, adjusted for
inflation, the most money ever made by any individual in a period of seven days.

Storyteller: The Life of Roald Dahl
Thomas Gilovich offers a wise and readable guide to the fallacy of the obvious in
everyday life. When can we trust what we believe—that "teams and players have
winning streaks," that "flattery works," or that "the more people who agree, the
more likely they are to be right"—and when are such beliefs suspect? Thomas
Gilovich offers a guide to the fallacy of the obvious in everyday life. Illustrating his
points with examples, and supporting them with the latest research findings, he
documents the cognitive, social, and motivational processes that distort our
thoughts, beliefs, judgments and decisions. In a rapidly changing world, the biases
and stereotypes that help us process an overload of complex information inevitably
distort what we would like to believe is reality. Awareness of our propensity to
make these systematic errors, Gilovich argues, is the first step to more effective
analysis and action.

Memories of James Hunt
'Disknowledge': knowing something isn't true, but believing it anyway. In this book,
Katherine Eggert explores the crumbling state of learning in the 16th and 17th
centuries. Even as the shortcomings of Renaissance humanism became plain to
see, many intellectuals of the age had little choice but to treat their familiar
knowledge systems as though they still held. Humanism thus came to share the
status of alchemy: a way of thinking simultaneously productive and suspect,
reasonable and wrongheaded.

White Music
Shunt tells the story of James Hunt's life, his victories on the track, the girls he
loved and lost and the huge amounts of money he earned and spent. No stone has
been left unturned, no fact too small to include, including his lifelong devotion to
dogs and budgerigars. It is the first proper story of a man loved by all those that
knew him well but despised by people who did not understand the rules by which
he lived his life. It is a story of a man whose like will almost certainly never be seen
again.

The Last Kings of Shanghai
Most people know Roald Dahl as a famous writer of children's books and adult
short stories, but few are aware of his fascination with medicine. Right from his
earliest days to the end of his life, Dahl was intrigued by what doctors do, and why
they do it. During his lifetime, he and his family suffered some terrible medical
tragedies: Dahl nearly died when his fighter plane went down in World War II; his
son had severe brain injury in an accident; and his daughter died of measles
infection of the brain. But he also had some medical triumphs: he dragged himself
back to health after the plane crash, despite a skull fracture, back injuries, and
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blindness; he was responsible for inventing a medical device (the Wade-Dahl-Till
valve) to treat his son's hydrocephalus (water on the brain), and he taught his first
wife Patricia to talk again after a devastating stroke. His medical interactions
clearly influenced some of his writing - for example the explosive potions in
George's Marvellous Medicine. And sometimes his writing impacted on events in
his life - for example the research on neuroanatomy he did for his short story
William and Mary later helped him design the valve for treating hydrocephalus. In
this unique book, Professor Tom Solomon, who looked after Dahl towards the end
of his life, examines Dahl's fascination with medicine. Taking examples from Dahl's
life, and illustrated with excerpts from his writing, the book uses Dahl's medical
interactions as a starting point to explore some extraordinary areas of medical
science. Solomon is an award-winning science communicator, and he effortlessly
explains the medical concepts underpinning the stories, in language that everyone
can understand. The book is also peppered with anecdotes from Dahl''s late night
hospital discussions with Solomon, which give new insights into this remarkable
man's thinking as his life came to an end.

Fifty Cars that Changed the World
White Music is the first full-length biography of the music maestro, Barry White.
Brought up by a single mother in a tough area of Los Angeles he displayed a
musical talent whilst also being a young thug, terrorising the neighbourhood. His
life changed forever when his voice broke at 14 and from that moment he began a
15-year struggle to the top. Along the way he went to prison, got married, fathered
five children and got divorced. His solo career took off after he recorded an album
called I've Got So Much To Give followed by Stone Gon' and Can't Get Enough. The
albums made Barry White an international star and gave him the hit single that
defined his life - You're The First, The Last, My Everything. He continued to perform
around the world playing to huge audiences until his death in 2003 at the age of
58.

Jerusalem
A narrative of the making of a CIA officer, a history of twentieth-century conflict in
the Middle East, and an hour-by-hour account of the 1983 Beirut Embassy
bombing.

what TIME, tuesday?
After their fifteen-year-old daughter Maddie survives a successful transplant, Olivia
is bound to her abusive husband now more than ever, while Maddie re-enters the
real world only to find it more complicated.

Busy Engines
With the cloud of the Holocaust still looming over them, twin sisters Bronka and
Johanna Lubinski and their parents arrive in the US from a Displaced Persons
Camp. In the years after World War II, they experience the difficulties of adjusting
to American culture as well as the burgeoning fear of the Cold War. Years later, the
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discovery of a former Nazi hiding in their community brings the Holocaust out of
the shadows. As the girls get older, they start to wonder about their parents’ pasts,
and they begin to demand answers. But it soon becomes clear that those
memories will be more difficult and painful to uncover than they could have
anticipated. Poignant and haunting, The Takeaway Men explores the impact of
immigration, identity, prejudice, secrets, and lies on parents and children in midtwentieth-century America.

Shunt
This is the intimate portrait of James Hunt put together from responses to the
question: what is your strongest memory of him? This new edition will be published
ahead of the release of the movie Rush, the feature film that tells the story of the
1976 World Championship battle between James Hunt and Niki Lauda. Hunt –
public school hell-raiser, loved and feared broadcaster, an enigma even to his
friends – was one of the very few people who lived life as he wanted to. In this
book of reminiscences from those who knew him and worked with him, all sorts of
surprising material emerges, forming a rounded picture of this colorful character.

And God Created Burton
Mercury is one of the world’s most poisonous substances, and yet dentists
routinely use it in amalgams to fill our teeth. Forty years ago, Dr. Hal Huggins
questioned this practice, and now legions of dentists, researchers, and citizens are
adding their voices of concern. It’s All in Your Head looks at past research on
mercury toxicity and dental amalgams as well as current scientific findings that
can no longer be ignored. It describes the possible effects of mercury toxicity,
including multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer’s disease, Hodgkin’s disease, Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome, and virtually all autoimmune disorders. Written in easy-tounderstand language, It’s All in Your Head explodes the claim that mercury
amalgams are safe. If you think your worries are all in your head, you may be right.

James Hunt
The New York Times bestseller from the author of Watchmen and V for Vendetta
finally appears in a one-volume paperback. Begging comparisons to Tolstoy and
Joyce, this “magnificent, sprawling cosmic epic” (Guardian) by Alan Moore—the
genre-defying, “groundbreaking, hairy genius of our generation” (NPR)—takes its
place among the most notable works of contemporary English literature. In
decaying Northampton, eternity loiters between housing projects. Among saints,
kings, prostitutes, and derelicts, a timeline unravels: second-century fiends wait in
urine-scented stairwells, delinquent specters undermine a century with tunnels,
and in upstairs parlors, laborers with golden blood reduce fate to a snooker
tournament. Through the labyrinthine streets and pages of Jerusalem tread ghosts
singing hymns of wealth and poverty. They celebrate the English language,
challenge mortality post-Einstein, and insist upon their slum as Blake’s eternal holy
city in “Moore’s apotheosis, a fourth-dimensional symphony” (Entertainment
Weekly). This “brilliant . . . monumentally ambitious” tale from the gutter is “a
massive literary achievement for our time—and maybe for all times
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simultaneously” (Washington Post).

James Hunt
Starglass
Everything around us is designed and the word 'design' has become part of our
everyday experience. But how much do we know about it? Fifty Cars That Changed
the World imparts that knowledge listing the top 50 cars that have made a
substantial impact in the world of British design today. From the1908 Ford Model T
to the 1998 smart car, each entry offers a short appraisal to explore what has
made their iconic status to give them a special place in design history.

Destination
This book is about the life of Ayrton Senna, the three times Formula One world
champion. It is the first proper story of a man the world revered and whose like will
never be seen again. In this first full account of the life of Senna, the author and his
collaborators examine each detail of the driving maestro's life - from his earliest
days to his first race, his pole positions and his world championships - as well as his
death and its aftermath. It is a story that has never been fully or properly told, and
it is a story that needed to be told.

It's All in Your Head
There’s a quiet revolution happening in the way we die. More than 1.5 million
Americans a year die in hospice care—nearly 44 percent of all deaths—and a vast
industry has sprung up to meet the growing demand. Once viewed as a New Age
indulgence, hospice is now a $14 billion business and one of the most successful
segments in health care. Changing the Way We Die, by award-winning journalists
Fran Smith and Sheila Himmel, is the first book to take a broad, penetrating look at
the hospice landscape, through gripping stories of real patients, families, and
doctors, as well as the corporate giants that increasingly own the market.
Changing the Way We Die is a vital resource for anyone who wants to be prepared
to face life’s most challenging and universal event. You will learn: — Hospice use is
soaring, yet most people come too late to get the full benefits. — With the age
tsunami, it becomes even more critical for families and patients to choose end-oflife care wisely. — Hospice at its best is much more than a way to relieve the
suffering of dying. It is a way to live.

Man and Ball
SHORTLISTED FOR RUGBY BOOK OF THE YEAR AT THE BRITISH SPORTS BOOK
AWARDS 'When I came into the Ulster team,' Stephen Ferris says with typical
candour, 'we were crap'. It was, however, preferable to his day job of paving
driveways, and that day in 2005 saw the start of an incredible journey for Ferris,
Ulster and Ireland rugby. A Celtic League title in his very first senior season with
Ulster. A Grand Slam in 2009, followed by a sensational Lions breakthrough. A
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starring role in Ireland's greatest World Cup win, over Australia in 2011, when
Ferris famously picked up Will Genia and carried him ten yards. And leading Ulster
from nowhere to the Heineken Cup final. Stephen Ferris had an incredible rugby
career, tragically ended by ankle injuries so severe they will never properly heal.
He is an inspiration to the population of Ulster, an emblem of the sport that serves
as such a positive expression of its culture and identity, and earned the respect
and admiration of fans across Ireland for his strength, pace, skill and courage.
Fearless, funny and full of an incredible array of stories from behind the scenes of
Ulster, Ireland and the Lions, this is the must-have rugby book of the year.

From Here to Eternity
"This claustrophobic, horror-leaning tour de force is highly recommended for fans
of Jeff VanderMeer’s Annihilation and Andy Weir’s The Martian." -- Publishers
Weekly (starred review) *** A thrilling, atmospheric debut with the intensive drive
of The Martian and Gravity and the creeping dread of Annihilation, in which a caver
on a foreign planet finds herself on a terrifying psychological and emotional
journey for survival. When Gyre Price lied her way into this expedition, she thought
she’d be mapping mineral deposits, and that her biggest problems would be cave
collapses and gear malfunctions. She also thought that the fat paycheck—enough
to get her off-planet and on the trail of her mother—meant she’d get a skilled
surface team, monitoring her suit and environment, keeping her safe. Keeping her
sane. Instead, she got Em. Em sees nothing wrong with controlling Gyre’s body
with drugs or withholding critical information to “ensure the smooth operation” of
her expedition. Em knows all about Gyre’s falsified credentials, and has no qualms
using them as a leash—and a lash. And Em has secrets, too . . . As Gyre descends,
little inconsistencies—missing supplies, unexpected changes in the route, and,
worst of all, shifts in Em’s motivations—drive her out of her depths. Lost and
disoriented, Gyre finds her sense of control giving way to paranoia and anger. On
her own in this mysterious, deadly place, surrounded by darkness and the
unknown, Gyre must overcome more than just the dangerous terrain and the
Tunneler which calls underground its home if she wants to make it out alive—she
must confront the ghosts in her own head. But how come she can’t shake the
feeling she’s being followed?

Roald Dahl's Marvellous Medicine
George decides that his grumpy, selfish old grandmother must be a witch and
concocts some marvelous medicine to take care of her.

Burger Wuss
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * An urgent argument that America and other
democracies are in peril because they have lost the will to defend the values and
institutions that sustain freedom and prosperity. Now updated with a new preface!
"Epic and debate-shifting."--David Brooks, New York Times Only once in the last
250,000 years have humans stumbled upon a way to lift ourselves out of the
endless cycle of poverty, hunger, and war that defines most of history. If
democracy, individualism, and the free market were humankind's destiny, they
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should have appeared and taken hold a bit earlier in the evolutionary record. The
emergence of freedom and prosperity was nothing short of a miracle. As
Americans we are doubly blessed, because the radical ideas that made the miracle
possible were written not just into the Constitution but in our hearts, laying the
groundwork for our uniquely prosperous society. Those ideas are: * Our rights
come from God, not from the government. * The government belongs to us; we do
not belong to it. * The individual is sovereign. We are all captains of our own souls,
not bound by the circumstances of our birth. * The fruits of our labors belong to us.
In the last few decades, these political virtues have been turned into vices. As we
are increasingly taught to view our traditions as a system of oppression,
exploitation, and privilege, the principles of liberty and the rule of law are under
attack from left and right. For the West to survive, we must renew our sense of
gratitude for what our civilization has given us and rediscover the ideals and habits
of the heart that led us out of the bloody muck of the past--or back to the muck we
will go.

The Life of Senna
Hoping to ditch his loser image, Anthony plans revenge on a bully which results in
a war between two competing fast food restaurants. Will Anthony's "plan" satisfy
his hunger for revenge? And more importantly, will he ever prove he's not a wuss?

AntenTop 02 2004
When all seems lost, where can hope be found? Katherine and Jay married right
after college and sought adventure far from home in Los Angeles, CA. As they
pursued their dreams--she as a model and he as a lawyer--they planted their lives
in the city and in their church community. Their son, James, came along
unexpectedly in the fall of 2007, and just six months later, everything changed in a
moment for this young family. On April 21, 2008, as James slept in the other room,
Katherine collapsed, suffering a massive brain stem stroke without warning.
Miraculously, Jay came home in time and called for help. Katherine was
immediately rushed into micro-brain surgery, though her chance of survival was
slim. As the sun rose the next morning, the surgeon proclaimed that Katherine had
survived the removal of part of her brain, though her future recovery was
completely uncertain. Yet in that moment, there was a spark of hope. Through 40
days on life support in the ICU and nearly two years in full-time brain rehab, that
spark of hope was fanned into flame. Defying every prognosis with grit and grace,
Katherine and Jay, side by side, struggled to regain a life for Katherine as she relearned to talk and eat and walk. Returning home with a severely disabled body
but a completely renewed purpose, they committed to celebrate this gift of a
second chance by embracing life fully, even though that life looked very different
than they could have ever imagined. In the midst of continuing hardships and
struggles, both in body and mind, Katherine and Jay found what we all long to find .
. . hope, hope that heals the most broken place, our souls. An excruciating yet
beautiful road to recovery has led the Wolf family to their new normal, in which
almost every moment of life is marked with the scars of that fateful April day in
2008. Now, eight years later, Katherine and Jay are stewarding their story of
suffering, restoration, and Christ-centered hope in this broken world through their
ministry Hope Heals.
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Hope Heals
And God Created Burton is the first complete biography of Richard Burton, a welsh
miner who conquered Hollywood. The biography examines every facet of Burton's
life and it is the tale of a unique actor whose prowess uniquely spanned theatre,
film and television. He was an extraordinary man, who had three fathers, three
mothers, seven brothers, six sisters and four wives, and loved them all. His
achievements were considered all the greater as they were accomplished in the
era of such great British actors as Laurence Olivier and John Gielgud as well as
great American stars such as Humphrey Bogart, Clark Gable and Cary Grant. But
he could have achieved even more if it had not been for his addiction to alcohol
which stayed with him right to the end of his days, eventually killing him and
tarnishing an otherwise extraordinary career.

The Good Spy
When Margaret Dempsey, daughter of a prosperous town merchant, falls in love
with Michael Carty, son of a Fenian farmer, her family strongly disapprove. Bound
closer by adversity, the couple enter their married life idealistic, yet innocent.
Soon, however, their idyll is threatened, as Michael finds himself drawn into the
struggle for Irish independence. Revolutionary movements bring the outside world
crashing in on them, threatening all they hold dear. In 1916, Margaret fights to
keep their growing family safe against the odds. Told in prose of extraordinary
clarity, The Rising is a profoundly moving love story that delves deep into the
mindset of Irish Republicanism, along with the complex social relationships of town
and country during that era. An engrossing account of family, memory, history and
belonging.

Up the Line
Destination is a book of poetry that will hopefully encourage each reader to treat
others with respect and kindness. As the saying goes, "Be kind, for everyone you
meet is fighting a battle you know nothing about."

Electric Power Principles
The Instant New York Times Bestseller Shortlisted for the Carnegie Medal for
Excellence in Nonfiction A searing, deeply moving memoir about family, love, loss,
and forgiveness from the critically acclaimed, bestselling National Book Awardwinning author of The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian. Family
relationships are never simple. But Sherman Alexie's bond with his mother Lillian
was more complex than most. She plunged her family into chaos with a drinking
habit, but shed her addiction when it was on the brink of costing her everything.
She survived a violent past, but created an elaborate facade to hide the truth. She
selflessly cared for strangers, but was often incapable of showering her children
with the affection that they so desperately craved. She wanted a better life for her
son, but it was only by leaving her behind that he could hope to achieve it. It's
these contradictions that made Lillian Alexie a beautiful, mercurial, abusive,
intelligent, complicated, and very human woman. When she passed away, the
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incongruities that defined his mother shook Sherman and his remembrance of her.
Grappling with the haunting ghosts of the past in the wake of loss, he responded
the only way he knew how: he wrote. The result is a stunning memoir filled with
raw, angry, funny, profane, tender memories of a childhood few can imagine, much
less survive. An unflinching and unforgettable remembrance, YOU DON'T HAVE TO
SAY YOU LOVE ME is a powerful, deeply felt account of a complicated relationship.
One of the most anticipated books of 2017--Entertainment Weekly and Bustle
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